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Wikipedia

• biographies of notable people 
+ links between them

• editors are predominantly 
white and male

• highly influential                    
→ important to measure bias
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What the paper does

• measure different types of gender bias

• six language editions

• very broad overview, simple measures
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Types of bias

• coverage bias

how many women and men are portrayed on Wikipedia?

• structural bias

how do links connect people? Does one gender link more to another?

• lexical bias

are men and women portrayed differently? (choice of words)

• visibility bias

how many women and men make it to the front page?
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Coverage bias

• reference datasets

• Freebase

• Pantheon

• Human Accomplishment
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Coverage bias

• reference datasets

• Freebase

• Pantheon

• Human Accomplishment

• very little overlap

• unknown amount of bias, 
somewhat related to Wikipedia
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Coverage bias

• women are apparently slightly overrepresented → no bias here (?)

• relies on reference datasets
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Structural bias

• reference data: “null models” (randomized)

• measures: assortativity, asymmetry, centrality
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Structural bias

• assortativity

how much do people of the same gender 
stay among themselves?

𝐿 𝑔1, 𝑔2 = log
𝑃(𝑡𝑜 = 𝑔2|𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 = 𝑔1)

𝑃(𝑡𝑜 = 𝑔2)
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Structural bias

• asymmetry

does one gender link more to the other 
than vice versa?

𝐴 = 𝐿 𝐹,𝑀 − 𝐿(𝑀, 𝐹)
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Structural bias

• centrality

number of links to the person
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Lexical bias

• Naive Bayes classifier (≈text classification)

• which words are the best indicators for gender?

• are there any words that are used disproportionately more for women?

• word categories

• gender (“man”, “woman”, “lady” etc.)

• relationship (“husband”, “married”, “divorced” etc.)

• family (“children”, “mother”, “grandmother” etc.)
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Lexical bias

• best indicators for men: words from specific domains

• best indicators for women: gender/relationship/family words

those make up about 25% of the top 150 indicators
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Lexical bias
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Lexical bias

word stem women men (by definition)

husband 9.2 1.0

female 8.2 1.0

aunt 6.5 1.0

women 6.4 1.0

madam 6.1 1.0

woman 5.6 1.0

grandmoth 5.5 1.0

girl 5.3 1.0

mrs 4.9 1.0

divorc 4.4 1.0
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Visibility bias

• proportion of men and women
who make it to the front page

• magnitudes too small

→ no evidence for bias here
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Conclusion

• coverage bias ✗

• structural bias ✓

• lexical bias ✓

• visibility bias ✗
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Conclusion

• Wikipedia is aware of bias

• still: the way women are portrayed is different

• structural bias may have impact on search engines

• encourage editors to pay attention
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Potential questions to discuss

• can you think of more types of bias?

• does the choice of reference data make sense?

• how strong are the results?

• bias in other media, traditional or otherwise?
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